
Something I would like to see at the Sooke Fall Fair
age 6y

The best ride in the world

I wish that they had a dragon ride. When you walk on, you have to get onto a cart. The cart goes 
straight up into the dragon's mouth. There are big dragon teeth that snap shut and go "Boom" 
once in a while. The dragon's eyes glow when the teeth shut. Then the teeth slowly open again. 
When the teeth close, the carts stop because here's no electricity in them. When the dragon teeth 
open, the carts get electricity again. When you get inside, you walk in, turn around and there's a 
big TV that shows you about dragons. 

There are spinners that spin around and a little lake inside the dragon where you can hop 
onto a boat and steer around the lake. It's so shallow, you can stand up in it so that makes it safe 
for kids.

There are crushing things with an obstacle course. You have to jump over the crusher but 
if you miss, the crushers stop because there is a button in the middle that jams the crushers so it 
makes it safe for kids. When you walk off the button, it goes again. 

In the dragon, there is a pretend play place where you can pretend to be a doctor, a 
fireman, or a police. There are pretend cars and trucks there you can walk in, sit down, and drive.
Only four kids are allowed in the dragon at a time. There are four little cars the kids can hop in 
and they are like a ghost car. You have to dodge the obstacles. Like "Telephone pole! Up and 
over! Oh no, driller, go under! Up! That way! Down!" There is a grappling hook with some 
spears and you have to jump in the middle of the spear before they crush the ghost car. You have
to go full speed ahead, then jump by pulling up. If you get hit eight times, you lose the entire 
game and have to wait one hour before trying again. You can only spend three-quarters of an 
hour in the ride so when the next person gets to it, they can play.

Four adults allowed in at a time too. All the things the kids can do, the adults can do, 
except for one. The adults can't pretend to be medical or fire or police. But they can do the ghost-
car thing. And the adults can spend an hour but then they have to get out and can't play the ghost 
car again.

That is what I would like to see at the Sooke Fall Fair. 

The End.


